YOU’VE HAD A

FOOTBALL
INJURY.

Football is an incredibly popular sport but anyone who
has played football knows that in the fast-paced nature of
play, injuries can sometimes occur. While most accidents
are simple mistakes or blameless incidents, sometimes
an accident happens due to more intentionally negligent
behaviour.
If your accident and therefore your injuries were caused
by someone else’s unfair, improper or negligent behaviour
then you should be able to make a compensation claim.

YOUR GUIDE TO MAKING
A FOOTBALL INJURY
CLAIM
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW WHEN MAKING A FOOTBALL INJURY CLAIM

If no one else appears to be at fault or if you are at fault for
your own injury, then it is unlikely that you will be able to
claim compensation.
With over 25 years experience in helping injured
individuals and their families secure compensation and
access the very best care and rehabilitation- our team of
solicitors have the experience and expertise required to
help you with your football injury claim.
We look forward to working with you and getting you the
compensation you deserve.

Jefferies Solicitors

0800 342 3206
www.jefferies-solicitors.com

NEGILIGENT FOOTBALL ACCIDENTS
Accidents that suggest negiligent behaviour
Football is generally a fairly safe sport

Each player should keep in mind

but if a player is acting recklessly or

that they have a duty to help protect

intentionally violent, then this could

the welfare of other players and they

cause serious injury to someone else.

should therefore avoid behaviour

Accidents that suggest negligent behaviour include:
•Training- a lack of proper training or inadequate training which causes bad behaviour
on the pitch,
•Poor equipment- the use of badly maintained equipment or an unsuitable/damaged
football pitch.
,•Assault- by another player or by an offical or a spectator.
•Tackling- reckless or unnecessarily violent tackles by another player.
The amount of compensation you may receive is calculated on an individual basis for each
accident, as every accident is unique. The most important factors in determining compensation
are the extent and specifics of your injuries. Our compensation calculator will give you an
indication of how much you might be entitled to based upon your injuries.

ASSAULT

However, other factors such as financial losses due to an inability to return to work are also taken
into account when determining compensation. Therefore, you may be owed compensation

WE KNOW

TYPES OF INJURY

While no single injury is completely the same, there are certain types of injuries that
you are more likely to experience, such as:

for factors beyond your initial injuries, such as if the injuries have negatively impacted your
• Torn ligament

functioning in life or have meant that you’ve incurred extra costs like travel bills.

• Broken or fractured bones

“YOU HAVE PROVIDED ME WITH AN EXCELLENT AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE YEARS.”

• Cartilage tear

REBECCA, LONDON, JANUARY 2020

• Sprained ankle
• Hamstring strain
• Groin injuries
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YOUR GUIDE TO COMPENSATION
It’s what we do best

When you have been injured,

GET THE
COMPENSATION
YOU DESERVE.

the process of contacting
a legal professional and
starting a claim can seem
unnerving......
Don’t worry, we’ll take care of
everything.

CONTACT US

HERE FOR YOU

WHAT HAPPENS

Jefferies Solicitors are approachable
and happy to help you, we want to
make the process as simple as possible
for you so that you don’t have to deal
with any unnecessary burdens during
an already stressful time. Our experts
will explain the process to you and we
will guide you and work with you at
each step of the legal the journey.

Our experts will take initial details
about your case to assess whether or
not you have a viable claim as well
as the amount of compensation you
are likely to be owed. Our solicitors
will then start gathering evidence to
strengthen your case. Most personal
injury cases can have a time limit on
them for when you can no longer claim
compensation, usually this time limit
is three years. Therefore, you should
contact our team as soon as you know
that you want to make a claim.

NO WIN, NO FEE
Jefferies Solicitors offer a ‘no win, no
fee’ service which means that if your
case is not successful, you won’t have
to pay any legal fees to us. Monetary
worries can often be a barrier for
making a claim and therefore we
want to ensure that this does not stop
you from getting any compensation
that you deserve.

0800 342 3206
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Please don’t hesitate to contact Jefferies
Solicitors for a confidential discussion
about your case.

T: 0800 342 3206
E: newclaims@jefferiessolicitors.com.

If your injuries are severe enough that you
require a form of physical rehabilitation,
our team want to ensure that you get this
treatment as soon as possible to make the
best recovery that you can. If our solicitors
are able to prove that the other side
were partly or fully to blame then we can
sometimes secure funding for treatment
prior to the case being completely settled.
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The most important part of claiming
compensation is that your physical and
mental health is supported through
the money you gain and if this includes
serious treatment, our solicitors will do
their best to secure funding for you.
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